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* Mechanics of Long-range Planning'; 'Let Us Develop
the Attack on Drought'; * The Battle for Moisture is the
Battle for the Harvest *. Criticism of competitors provides
occasional light relief. Thus, under the title ' Sloppiness
and Culture', Pravda criticises the editorial staffs of various
provincial newspapers for allowing gross errors in the use
of words to appear in their papers. Several papers are
mentioned by name and accused of making grammatical
errors; and one paper made the sad mistake of using the
word * fauna * instead of * flora n The use of scientific
patter in the sales talk of advertisements is, of course,
absent in Russia. But the newspapers do enlist the jargon
of science to support their campaign for better-quality
consumer goods. For instance, a newspaper may carry a
highly critical article about the low quality of textiles,
cigarette-holders, razor ^blades, shoe polish, rubber teats
for babies, and the like, concluding with the portentous
statement * Laboratory analyses . . . have shown that
certain enterprises are systematically violating the technology
gf production '.2
However, it is not what is put in, but what is left out of a
Soviet paper which is its most striking feature. Legal
proceedings are not reported unless they are (like the Polish
trials) staged for propaganda purposes. Scandals, divorces,
accidents, and gossip about society, are not reported.
There is a bare chronicle, when it is deemed necessary, of
the Government's official engagements; but nothing about
Stalin's holidays or excursions; nothing about what Mrs.
Molotov wore at a reception; nothing about who is staying
in the Moskva Hotel. And the reader would look in vain
for a sports page, racing tips, comic strips, advertisements
(except for theatre and concerts), an astrology column, or a
crossword puzzle. It is not light reading, especially if the
reader is reading it on the sidewalk and the newspaper is
stuck on a wall, as often happens. There is one light
touch: the dailies commonly carry , what are called
1 Pravda, 2.3.45.	a Pravda, 12.3.45.

